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There are few vocal (vocaloids of any kind) that have such a fandom and positive influence. People love to cosplay VOCALOIDs and you can tell people will do anything to make the vocal they like their own. There is a craze for more and more VOCALOIDS from the vocalist. It should come as no surprise that some of the VOCALOIDs with the most fans
(Kagamine, Kag, Miku, Len, Rin, Luka) are female and marketed to those interested in Japanese pop culture and anime. This is not a reason to dislike VOCALOID vocalists; no one can deny the many talented Japanese voices and even a few non-Japanese females. It is just a fact of life that some of the vocalists with the most fans are popular and culturally-

relevant. While some girls love for other girls, there are also guys who love VOCALOID vocalists too. To those who believe there is a vocalist for everybody, many anime fans love the two major VOCALOID series: Hatsune Miku and Megurine Luka. While both series of VOCALOIDS are purchased for their content, fans of those two series would argue the merits
and capabilities of their respective series. Despite being a popular idol group, BABYMETAL only has one music album. Their first album, METAL GALAXY, came out in 2014, but one of the biggest selling artists of the year was Hatsune Miku. Many fans were curious to see what kind of music BABYMETAL would create. The answer was 'J-Pop', and the group's

follow up album, HEAVY METAL RESISTANCE, was released in 2016. Song title Zanmai Hosokawa Misogi: Okite irimasu from the movie "Rhapsody of the Winged Turtle" Romaji: Niconico describes this song as, “Misogi is the mascot character of the movie "Rhapsody of the Winged Turtle".” Released February 19, 2008 Featuring KAITO, Miku, Luka, Rin
Producers Hayashi Hayama (music, lyrics) uzu (sound) Links Niconico (original) Niconico (revised)
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